‘MOP: Operation Cleanup’ Now Available On WiiU® Challenges
You To Save The World From Radiation And Pollution
Indie game developer and publisher EnsenaSoft is proud to announce the North
American WiiU® release of MOP: Operation Cleanup, an exciting platform adventure in
which radiation and trash has destroyed the planet, and heroic actions are required to
clean up the mess.
Trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=igIQ7fQqfR0
You are MOP, a trashcan and valiant defender of the environment on a mission to clean
up the world. Evil dominates the streets and everywhere you look, trash is littering the
road, and the foul odor is polluting and contaminating what life is left. Your objective is
to guide MOP through five challenging worlds, each containing ten difficult missions full
of pixel-perfect platforming fun. Run, jump, swim and slide your way through each
world, while destroying enemies and obstacles on your way. You will need a lot of skill,
patience and perfect timing to complete certain tasks, as levels in the game contains
traps and are full of surprises. Entry levels can be completed by ridding the area for
trash or by reaching the end without loss of a life, while later levels require careful
planning and a lot of practice... As you progress, you can reenergize by collecting
boosters of energy shaped as batteries, but they become harder to discover on later
levels.
Do you have what it takes to save the world?
MOP: Operation Cleanup on the e-Shop:
http://www.nintendo.com/games/detail/mop-operation-cleanup-wii-u

Journalists interested in further information, additional assets or a WiiU® code for
review are welcome to contact GAME PROMOTER™ by sending an email to
press@gamepromoter.biz. Members of the press are encouraged to visit the following
Hotlinks for recent updates to this and other great games by the developer:
Hotlinks:
Developer Website

www.ensenasoft.com

Facebook

www.facebook.com/ensenasoft

Twitter

www.twitter.com/ensenasoft

YouTube™ Channel

www.youtube.com/ensenasoft

